Annual Meeting
01.04.2019
Washington DC

No to War – No to NATO
International network to delegitimize NATO
Agenda

• 10:00 Opening Kristine Karch
• 10.15 information about the actions related to the NATO 70th anniversary Joseph Gerson
• 10:30 Discussion about the NATO summit in London per video with Kate Hudson and Chris Nineham
• 11.00 Report of the activities of the network by Kristine Karch
• 11:20 Discussion of the work. Where we are with delegitimizing of NATO? Discussion about the Washington protest.
• 12:00 – 13:00 Lunch Break

• 13:00 Actions and activities 2019/2020 suggestions:
  • Workshop to European militarization
  • Actions NATO summit Dec 2019 London
  • International bases activities: Ramstein action week and intern. conference, follow up of Dublin
  • IPB youth conference
  • Balkan workshop/conference including refugees
  • Global NATO what to do?
  • brochure about the work of our network
  Short introductions: Reiner Braun

• 13:45 ideas for the new ICC and the new chairs of the network
• 14.15 End
NATO Summit 2017 Brussels

- Demonstration
- Counter summit
- Actions of Civil disobedience

Trumps erster Gipfel / Besuch in Europa

Conference on EU militarisation plannend → 13./14. April 2019 Amsterdam
https://www.no-to-nato.org/?s=amsterdam
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NATO Summit 2018 Brussels

- Demonstration
- Counter summit
- Actions of Civil disobedience

New network no nukes in Europe!
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NATO 70 April 2019

• Actions in Washington
• Demonstration 30.03.2019
• Counter Summit 02.04.2019
• Festival 3.+4.04.2019

• Actions elsewhere
• Norway: Oslo
• Denmark: Copenhagen, Aarhus
• Sweden: Lapland
• UK: London
• Italy: Firenze, Livorno
• Germany: 20 cities
• Spain: Champagne against NATO

Stopp Air Base Ramstein Action Weeks

2017 Human Chain von Kindsbach – Air Base – Ramstein | Intern. No Bases Meeting | Peace Camp | Festival

2018 Peace Manufactory | Demonstration | Blockade | intern. No Bases Conference | Peace camp

2019 Peace Manufactory as part of the Peace Camp | Blockade | Demonstration | 3rd intern. No Bases Conference

https://www.no-to-nato.org/tag/ramstein/
https://www.ramstein-kampagne.eu/
No G20 Hamburg 2017

Demonstration | Marches | Blockades | Alternative Summit | Camps | etc.

https://www.no-to-nato.org/?s=G20
Further Activities

• Support / Participation on the International Conference Against US/NATO Military Bases (Dublin Nov. 2018)

• Support / Participation actions against the (Un)Security Conference in Munich 2017, 2018 & 2019

• 2017/10/06 Call to Action 16th anniversary of the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan – the longest foreign war in U.S. history

• Dec. 2017 ICC* statement on Nuclear Disarmament Nobel Peace Prize for ICAN

• Autumn 2018 advertisement Guardian “Appeal to defend the INF Treaty”
Further Activities  ICC statements

• **Danger of war – with unforeseeable military consequences – we will come together on the streets** (Withdraw of IRAN treaty)

• **Stop NATO wars and interventions! On March 24th, 1999 the illegal war on Yugoslavia began**

• **The U.S. and European States must Stop Meddling in Venezuela**
Thank You